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Literature Review
• Alignment: a content match between what is laid out as learning outcomes in the curriculum and
what is to be tested in the exam (Kurz, 2011; La Marca, 2000; Tindal, 2006; Webb, 2007).
• Benefits of educational alignment: accountability, validity, consistency, transparency (Ananda, 2003;
Koretz, 2008; Messick, 1995; Newton & Shaw, 2014)
• Alignment research on EFL education:
• Kabouha and Elyas (2015) Building alignment within English foundational programmes in Saudi Arabia
• Das et al. (2014) Mismatch between the English syllabus and official exams in Bangladeshi schools
• Kozikoğlu (2018) Gap between curriculum standards and assessment items in the English National Examination in Turkey

• A close-up at the Vietnamese alignment context:
• Reforms in the English national textbooks and the English National Examination since 2012
• Questions over the compatibility between the goals of the new English textbooks and the current English exam (Nguyen
& Hamid, 2020; Duong, 2019)
The main research question:
‘To what extent are the thematic content of the English National High School exam papers aligned with the English textbooks for
Vietnamese upper-secondary students from 2018 to 2020?’

Methodology
Step

Description

Presentation

Research question 1:
1

Define the research questions
to be addressed by content
analysis

2

Define the population from
which units of text are be
sampled

To what extent are the content
topics in the English National
Exam papers and the curriculum
aligned?
Population can be referred to
domains of documents to be
content-analysed

In chapter 1: Introduction,
chapter 3: Methodology, and
chapter 4: Findings and
Analysis

In chapter 3: Methodology,
sub-section: data sampling

To choose between sampling
strategies
3

Data sampling
-

6 National English Textbooks for
Grade 10, 11, and 12 (MOET, 2018)
150 exam papers for National
Examination of English for high school
students

Define the sample to be
included

E.g: opt for purposive sampling
of the latest version of English
curriculum

In chapter 3: Methodology,
sub-section: data sampling

To decide how the text can be
obtained
4

Define the context of the
generation of the document

5

Define the units of analysis

6

Decide the codes to be used in
the analysis

7

Construct the categories for
analysis

8

Conduct the coding and
categorising of the data

E.g: to download from MOET
website as an open source
document
To ascribe codes of analysis for
textual documents

Outline key groupings of text and
identify patterns of similarities
E.g: to highlight the topics
content system in the curriculum

In chapter 3: Methodology,
sub-section: data sampling

Done outside of the research
work

In chapter 4: Findings and
analysis

Interpret and explain categories
of data in detail
9

Conduct the data analysis

10

Summarising

E.g: to show further analysis of
categorised topics in the
curriculum content
Summarise key findings

In chapter 4: Findings and
analysis

In chapter 4: Findings and
analysis, and chapter 5:
Conclusion and discussion

Part 1: Qualitative content analysis process

Data analysis

Part 2: LDA content analysis process

Findings: Textbook analysis
Theme

Our lives

Grade

Theme

Family life

Topic

Theme

Your body and you
Entertainment
Generation gap
Relationships

Our Society
Serving community

10

Inventions
Gender Equality

10

Caring for those in need
11

Topic

11

Becoming independent

Vietnam and ASEAN

Leaving school and career

Urbanisation

Life stories
Cultural identity
Our environment

Grade

12
Grade

Theme

The mass media
Vietnam and IOs
Our Future

12
Grade

-

Preserving the natural
environment

10

New ways to learn

10

-

Cultural diversity
Eco-tourism
People and the

-

Further education
environment in conflict
Topic

11

Topic

Global warming

Health care and
longevity

Preserving our heritage

The future of cities

Endangered species

Lifelong learning

Ecosystems
The Green movement

12

Artificial Intelligence
The world of work

Table 1: A summary of themes and topics covered in English textbooks

11

12

Knowledge content was structured into 4 themes namely ‘our lives’, ‘our
society’, ‘our environment’, and ‘our future’. Within each theme, lexical
items were further divided into 33 related topics.
An indicative list of lexical items based on semantic relevance was
provided for each theme and topic
There is an overlapping of topic-based knowledge in the textbooks across
grades
Considerations of learners’ emotional maturity, age appropriateness,
social issues, and learners’ needs.

Findings: Exam papers alignment
LDA analysis

2018

2019

2020

Evaluating thematic alignment between textbooks and exam papers
Theme
1

Unidentified
Our

2

environment
3

4

Most relevant word items

Theme name

Our lives

Our future

Help, mean, learn, people, may part, new, good, many,
teacher, look, start, talk, friend, progress, differ, access,
apply, equality, world
Emission, life, destroy, preserve, chemical, protect,
pollute, adapt, absorb, environment, sustain,
ecosystem, gas, earth, habitat, renew, forest, climate
Self, responsibility, casual, breadwinner, burden, judge,
donate, norm, body, children, parent, obey, identity,
custom, articulate, initiative, career, pride, respect, stuff
Digital, technology, university, abroad, lifelong, world,
time, reward, know, survive, career, intervene,
entrepreneur, support, work, long-term, improvement,
differ, job

2018

Theme
number

Theme
name

1

Unidentified

2

Our
environmen
t

3

Unidentified

4

Our future

Most relevant word items
Tabloid, support, character, practice, campaign, school,
provide, clear, view, head, remote, mean, win, hours,
advent, assist, population, profit, interest
Environment, green, offer, charcoal, reuse, fresh,
award, ban, ecotourism, acknowledge, catastrophe,
famine, closest, drop, city, habitat, organic, learning
Strong, drop, accord, holiday, hard, method,
newspaper, regret, press, confer, book, meeting, arab,
centre, british, new, certain, many, book, mean
Equality, modern, technology, degree, stress, health,
pursue, tuition, quality, workout, recruit, school,
shortlist, offer, international, qualify, popular, attend,
support

2019

Theme
number

Theme name

1

Unidentified

2

Our environment

3

Unidentified

4

Unidentified

Most relevant word items
Take, first, start, nature, world, meet, parent,
problem, computer, think, moral, social, life, suit,
straw, human, envy, make, say
Environment, reuse, people, differ, build, protect,
problem, renew, animal, support, good, help,
preserve, need, green, (green)house, emission,
development, character
Work, see, part, day, develop, play, hours, material,
good, human, think, build, money, cause, success,
make, text, left, character, use
People, use, differ, mean, even, look, text, spider,
new, normal, requirement, concern, writer, well,
positive, suggestion, quit, become, prize, committee

2020

Findings: Exam papers alignment
Policy recommendations:
1.
2.
3.

a three-fold problem

At institutional level, within MOET, a priority task of synchronising changes in both curriculum and
assessment in due time is highly recommended
At implementational level, more communication and co-ordination between different stakeholders
involved in the decision-making process of both curriculum and assessment system also need to be
facilitated
At practical level, additional resources can be allocated to the work of researching and innovation the
testing content and construct

Future research directions:
- More validation studies on the existing gap between the English curriculum and English assessment (both
formative and summative tests) are required.
- A wider range of research methodology including expert reviews and surveys with key stakeholders
should be adopted.
- Besides the test content, other aspects including test format, test structure, and test difficulty also require
more research attention.
- Further research on the impacts of the perceived misalignment on teachers’ and students’ English
learning and testing practice will also fill the existing research gap in this field.
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